Запропоновано комбiнований метод сегментацiї зобра-жень вiдсканованих документiв, в якому, на вiдмiну вiд вiдомих, проводиться попереднє вiдокремлення областi графiчних i фотозображень вiд текстових областей i фону. При цьому проводиться аналiз зв'язкових компо-нент, якi є рiзними для графiчних зображень, фотозобра-жень та текстових областей. Для класифiкацiї видiлених областей, на областi фото i графiки використовується блоковий метод. Встановлено, що такий спосiб розбиття областей на блоки менше впливає на якiсть сегментування в порiвняннi з застосуванням блочного методу безпосеред-ньо до вихiдного зображення. Для вiддiлення бiльш склад-них за формою текстових областей вiд фону застосовано обробка околицi кожного пiкселя.
Introduction
Intelligent systems for processing the images of scanned documents are applied in printing and e-commerce, in order to automate document input at enterprises, as well as in the technologies of electronic document management and the Internet search. The most important stage of processing the images of scanned documents is the stage of their segmentation [1, 2] . It is known [1, 2] that the segmentation of images of scanned documents is used to solve the following tasks:
-to store documents in a digital form and to send them via computer network;
-to search for and to store text parts of documents in large databases; -to optically recognize characters; -to save scanned documents in a PDF format. Segmentation quality affects the quality of processing the entire image of the scanned document [1, 2] . Insufficient quality of segmentation could lead to [1, 2] : -inaccurate determining the boundaries of text region, which might be the cause of incorrect character recognition or the blurred boundaries of text characters as a result of the application of an encoder designed for illustrations (photographs and graphics); -lower quality (blur, loss of contrast) of an illustration in the fragment of a non-text region;
-inaccurate determining the boundaries of a text region. Thus, at present, strict requirements are put forward to the quality of segmentation when processing the images of scanned documents. In addition, a large part of tasks on processing the images of scanned documents requires conducting a segmentation at high performance speed [1, 2] .
Known methods for the segmentation of images of scanned documents [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] are not capable to simultaneously satisfy modern requirements to the quality of segmentation and to the high-speed performance of segmentation of images of scanned documents. Block processing methods [3, 4] are characterized by high-speed performance, but the result of segmentation depends on the partition of the processed image into blocks. At the same time, pixel processing [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] requires a significant time cost although it makes it possible to obtain high quality of segmentation. For methods that involve analysis of connected components [2, [10] [11] [12] , the processing time and the quality of segmentation are determined based on the result of the identification of connected components.
Thus, there is currently an exacerbated contradiction between modern requirements to the quality and high-speed segmentation of images of scanned documents and the capabilities of contemporary segmentation methods.
Literature review and problem statement
Methods for the segmentation of images of scanned documents are categorized in the scientific literature into block processing methods, pixel processing methods, and methods for processing connected components [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] .
The methods from the first group split the image of the scanned document into blocks of pixels and then classify the obtained blocks into predefined classes. Paper [3] used, as the features of image blocks, the intensity histogram values. Four neural networks were built accordingly to assign the vectors of these features to one of the 4 classes: text, photographic image, graphics, and background. Study [4] compared the two proposed method. The first method employed k-means clustering of the vectors of features constructed on the basis of the discrete cosine transform coefficients in the image blocks. In the second method, the vectors of features, computed based on the histogram of image blocks intensities, were treated with a threshold processing. The first method makes it possible to obtain the higher quality of segmentation, however, it requires more processing time compared to the second method. In general, block processing reduces the time for segmenting an image of the scanned document. However, the result of segmentation in this case depends heavily on partitioning the processed image into blocks.
The methods of the second group classify pixels of the scanned document into the predefined classes with respect to vectors of features computed in the neighborhood of each pixel. Such a processing implies a significant time cost although quality of the obtained segmentation is typically higher than that when applying methods from the first group. Thus, authors in [5] first determined the image edges using a two-fold differentiation. They then conducted the correlation processing of each line in the image, specifically, the convolution of each line of the image with a reference signal and comparison of the convolution result with a threshold. Paper [6] proposed a method for the segmentation of images of natural scenes and color images from documents into text and non-text regions. The original image was processed at different scales and with a different orientation using the M-band frame wavelet packages. Vectors of features were constructed by calculating the local energy of decomposition coefficients in the neighborhood of each pixel at each level of the representation. The derived vectors of features were clustered using the fuzzy c-means method. In [7] , in order to segment images of the scanned documents, a feature vector was computed in the neighborhood of each pixel. The vector includes the intensity of the neighborhood central pixel, the mean and standard deviation of the intensity for the neighborhood. The vectors of features were classified using the improved method of fuzzy c-means that takes into consideration not only the proximity of vectors in the space of features, but also the spatial proximity of the respective pixels. Paper [8] , in order to improve the speed of segmentation performance of method [7] , applied an ant colony optimization algorithm.
Authors in [9] , in order to segment the images of scanned documents into text, photographs and separators in the form of lines, sequentially applied the pixel and block processing using 5 modules. The first module involved the preprocessing of images of scanned documents, which included scaling, image improvement, and a transition from the RGB color space to the CIE La*b* space. In the second module, the authors extracted text fragments using the wavelet transform and runlength encoding. In the third module, they extracted illustrations (photographs and graphics) by splitting the image into blocks and performing the pre-segmentation using projections onto the vertical axis of the blocks' lines. Next, the result of preliminary segmentation was refined by using the criterion of the maximum a posteriori probability that was applied to the parameters of the Markov random field in the neighborhood of each pixel in a block. The fourth module, in order to extract separators, employed methods for edge detection, edge linking, the approximation of lines via straight line segments, and the Hough transform. In the fifth module, the results of extracting the text, illustrations, and separators in the form of individual maps for each class of segments, were combined using the method of k-means, thereby forming the result of segmenting the original image. Method [9] is distinguished by the high quality of segmentation, but low speed.
The quality of segmentation and the time of processing the images of scanned documents for methods from the third group depend on the number of connected components, separated by using the binarization. In order to extract the photographs and graphics, the image in paper [10] was first binarized to determine the connected components. It was then taken into consideration that the characters in a text are typically smaller than the components that correspond to the objects in photographs and graphics and, by using the mathematical morphology, the authors erased from the image those connected components that corresponded to the characters in the text. The connected components corresponding to graphics and photographs decreased in size as a result of morphological processing, which is why they had to be enlarged to select the regions of graphics and photographs. In [11] , the extraction of connected components in the images of scanned documents was performed not for a binary image, but for halftone one, using a graph theory. The authors then computed, for the obtained connected components, their size as a feature, and then applied a threshold classifier. In [12] , the segmentation of images of scanned documents was carried out by classifying the connected components of these images into the text and non-text components. The connected components of an image were scaled so that each of them is represented by a 40х40 matrix composed of zeros and unities. Next, based on the elements of these matrices, and the four shape features, the authors determined vectors of features of the connected components whose classification was performed using a multilayer perceptron. Method [12] is distinguished by the high quality of segmentation, but low-speed performance as a result of large dimensionality of feature vectors.
An analysis of [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] that examined the methods for segmenting the images of scanned documents has revealed that the main characteristics of these methods are the quality of segmentation and the time of processing. The values for these characteristics depend on the size of blocks of the image's pixels. If the blocks of an image's pixels are large, the quality of processing is typically low at a high-speed performance. When choosing small blocks of an image's pixels, the situation is reversed.
Thus, the analysis of known methods for segmenting the images of scanned documents [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] that we performed has revealed the following drawbacks of the known methods:
-the complexity of training neural networks, the dependence of weights on the training set of images;
-the instability of methods against images' artifacts of various kinds;
-the high quality of a segmentation at a significant time cost; -fast image segmentation at low quality.
A number of such tasks as saving the scanned documents or searching for documents in large databases require methods for segmenting the images of scanned documents with high-speed performance at high-quality segmentation. To improve the performance speed when segmenting the images of scanned documents, it is appropriate to process images within blocks of pixels whose size is chosen depending on size of the connected components in the segments of a particular class (text, photographs, and graphics). Thus, when extracting illustrations (photographs and graphics), one could apply a block segmentation method, and when extracting text fragments -processing in the neighborhood of each pixel. The quality of determining the boundaries of illustrations prior to applying a block method can be improved by running an analysis of the connected components.
The aim and objectives of the study
The aim of this work is to elaborate a combined method for segmenting the images of scanned documents with a sequential application of the analysis of connected components, block processing, and the processing of a neighborhood of each pixel, which would improve the performance speed of segmentation while ensuring the required quality of processing.
To accomplish the aim, the following tasks have been set: -to elaborate stages in the combined method for segmenting the images of scanned documents in order to sequentially extract the regions of photographs, graphics, and text; -to experimentally research the combined method using the images of scanned documents from a test database.
Elaboration of stages in the combined method for segmenting the images of scanned documents
We propose a combined method for segmenting the images of scanned documents ( Fig. 1 ), according to which we first extract the regions of graphical images and photographs from the text regions and background within an image. In this case, we run an analysis of connected components because regions of graphical images and photographs differ from text regions in shape and periodicity of the connected components. Since the boundaries of regions with graphical images and photographs are defined, the classification of the selected regions into the regions of photographs and graphics employs a block method. In this case, the technique to split regions into blocks affects the classification quality less compared to applying a block method directly to the original image. And, finally, to extract text regions from the background, it is proposed to apply the processing of each pixel's neighborhood because text regions are typically characterized by a complex shape.
Image of scanned document
Extraction of regions with graphics, photograph, text in a frame using a connected component analysis To extract text in a frame, the halftone photographic and graphical images in the images of scanned documents, we applied a Bloomberg method with filling the holes [10] based on mathematical morphology (Fig. 2) . The method, which is based on the analysis of connected components, removes those connected components in the image that correspond to the characters of the text, leaving the non-text connected components. The choice of method [10] is predetermined by its high performance as a result of using mathematical morphology and a relatively high quality compared to other methods for analyzing connected components [11, 12] .
As a result of the first stage in the proposed method of segmentation we extract, by analyzing the connected components on the image of the scanned document, the non-overlapping regions I k (x, y), k=1,…, K, which correspond to graphics, photographs, and text in a frame Then the image of scanned document I(x, y), x=1,…, n; y=1,…, m, where n is the number of lines, m is the number of columns, is represented in the following form 1 ( , ) ( , ) ( , ) ( , ) ( , ). The boundaries of regions I k (x, y), k=1,…, K that correspond to graphics, photographs, and text in a frame were identified at the first stage of the elaborated method of segmentation. At the second stage, with respect to the representation (1) of the scanned document image, we performed the feature extraction and classification of these regions. To this end, regions I k (x, y), k=1,…, K; x=1,…, n k ; y=1,…, m K ; of the scanned document image were split into blocks the size of N×N, which are denoted j) ). Compared to processing the neighborhood of each pixel, partitioning a region into blocks reduces the processing time and the amount of memory required to store the feature vectors.
To select the first feature f 1 (i, j), note that the regions of graphics and text are typically characterized by a much smaller number of grayscale than photographs. That makes it possible to distinguish the regions of graphics and text from photographs. Reducing the number of levels of gray predetermines an increase in the intensity difference between gradations. In order to estimate the intensity difference between gradations in the image, it is advisable to use the gradient magnitude. In the present work, to evaluate the gradient magnitude, we convoluted the region of graphics, photographs, or text in a frame I k (x, y), k=1,…, K; with masks G 1 , G 2 from the Prewitt filter [13] :
The derived image matrices G k1 (x, y), G k2 (x, y) were transformed according to the following formula:
.
To enhance contrast, the images of regions G k (x, y) were treated with a histogram equalization [13] . During further extraction of the feature of these regions, such a transform considerably improved partitioning the object classes.
The gradient magnitude estimation G k (x, y) for each region I k (x, y) with graphics, photographs, or text in a frame was split into blocks the size of N×N, and we then calculated in each block the mean value for the G k (x, y) -feature f 1 (i, j).
The choice of the second feature f 2 (i, j) to identify the regions of graphics, photographs, or text in a frame, is due to that graphics is an image containing mostly linear objects represented by contours of different width and length. Text characters could also be considered as linear objects, while a photographic image is mostly composed of areal objects represented by regions of uniform intensity. Linear objects are characterized in the scientific literature by ridges that is lines consisting of points that belong to an object, at which a local maximum is achieved in the direction of normal relative to this line. It is assumed in this case that a linear object is lighter than the background. If a linear object is darker than the background, it is characterized by valleys that are lines consisting of points that belong to an object, at which a local minimum is achieved in the direction of normal relative to this line. Therefore, in order to distinguish regions with graphics and text from photographs, we shall search for the ridges and valleys in these regions. Next, if the examined region of an image contains ridges or valleys, this region would be identified as graphics or text in a frame. Otherwise, the examined region of the image would be characterized as a photograph.
To identify graphics, text in a frame and photographs on the images of scanned documents, it is proposed to detect ridges and valleys through the analysis of eigenvalues of the Hessian matrix at each point in the examined region of the image [14] . This approach is characterized by high-speed performance, although by the low quality of detection in comparison with other groups of methods.
To find the partial derivatives I xx (x, y), I xy (x, y), I yx (x, y), I yy (x, y), for each region I k (x, y) with graphics, photographs or text in a frame we applied a filter with coefficients {-1, 1}. Next, according to the method from paper [14] , we computed the Hessian matrix H(x, y) for each pixel (x, y) within region I k (x, y), using formula 
and determined the eigenvalues of this matrix λ h (x, y) and λ l (x, y), where |λ h (x, y)|≥|λ l (x, y)|. It was assumed that the graphics and text are represented by dark lines against a lighter background; they then could be separated using the following conditions for the eigenvalues of the Hessian matrix at each point of the image:
The first two conditions make it possible to detect linear objects on the image. The last condition means that such objects are highlighted by dark color against a light background.
Next, at the image's points in which λ h (x, y)>0 is satisfied, we compute two functions: S(x, y) and R b (x, y). 
Values of function S(x, y) are small in the image regions of homogeneous intensity. At the image points for which condition λ h (x, y)>0 is not satisfied, functions S(x, y) and R b (x, y) are considered equal to zero.
Based on functions S(x, y) and R b (x, y), we determine function G c,b (x, y), x=1,…, N; y=1,…, M; which localizes in the images of scanned documents the linear objects that make up the graphics and text characters. 
where c, b are parameters. In [14] , b was recorded equal to 0.5; c was considered equal to half the value, maximal for
Values of function G c,b (x, y)) for each region I k (x, y) with graphics, photographs or text in a frame were split into blocks the size of N×N, and then in each block with indices i, j we calculated the mean intensity value for this functionfeature f 2 
(i, j).
The derived values of features for each region I k (x, y) with graphics, photographs or text in a frame were normalized using the following formula:
where g l (i, j) is the normalized value for feature l in the block of image with indices i, j; f l (i, j) is the original non-normalized value for feature l in the same block; f lmax is the maximum value for feature l in a set of all blocks of regions with graphics, photographs, or text in a frame for all segmented images. Such a technique of normalization, in contrast to the standard normalization, does not introduce distortions to the geometry of feature space, resulting in overlapping of classes [15] . The derived vectors of features of blocks of pixels in the regions of photographs, graphics, and text in a frame on the images of scanned documents were classified by a polynomial support vector machine by optimizing the function of a mean root square error [16] . To construct a training set, we selected a set of images of scanned documents, for which we knew the result of ground-truth segmentation. At each such image we extracted regions corresponding to graphics, photographs, or text in a frame. These regions were split into blocks the size of , N N × and then in each block we computed an feature vector f train (i, j)=(f 1 train (i, j), f 2 train (i, j)), which was normalized using formula (5) .
The training set consisted of input vectors representing the normalized feature vectors g train (i,j)=(g 1 train (i, j), g 2 train (i, j)) of blocks of pixels in regions I k (x, y) of images and the target values. A target value q(i, j) for each block i, j in the region of the ground-truth segmented image was determined as the most frequently occurring value for pixels' labels in a given block.
When forming a training set, we took into consideration that the input vectors and the target values depend on 4 indices, specifically: No. i, j of blocks horizontally and vertically in the image region I k (x, y), No. k of the image region, and the number of the image itself. Such a system of indices is appropriate when labeling of images, however, it complicates training a support vector machine and subsequent classification of feature vectors of the test set by a trained machine. Therefore, we constructed a mutually equal representation, which assigns to each set of 4 indices of feature vector of the image block a serial number p of this vector in the training set. Then we included to the training set the input vectors
) and their corresponding target values q p , p=1,…, P, where P is the number of vectors in a training set. Fig. 3 shows examples of the training set in the space of two normalized and, accordingly, dimensionless features g 1 , g 2 . The feature g 1 is the normalized mean value of the local gradient for the image block, g 2 is the normalized mean value of the function that selects ridges and valleys for the block of image pixels. Markers «ð», «о», «х» denote examples of the training set with target values "photograph", "text in a frame", "graphics", respectively.
It follows from Fig. 3 that the examples of the training set are separated nonlinearly, with class 3 objects (graphics) scattered over a large area of feature space. It is therefore preferable to separate, first, the class 1 objects (photographs) from the rest, then the class 2 objects (text in a frame) from the class 3 objects. A support vector machine is designed for classification data into 2 classes. Because the problem under consideration requires that data should be classified into 3 classes: photographs, text in a frame, graphics, we built 2 support vector machines. The first support vector machine was trained to separate the data class 1 objects (photographs) from other objects. Once a given support vector machine selected the data class 1 objects, they were removed from the training set. The remaining objects were used to train the second support vector machine to separate the data class 2 objects (text in a frame) from the remaining objects (graphics).
To highlight the text fragments in the images of scanned documents, it is proposed to use:
-a low-frequency filtering that smooths the image intensity values within homogeneous regions; -a thresholding that selects homogeneous regions in the original image by comparison with the threshold value for the intensity of the smoothed image.
When implementing a low-frequency filtering, image processing is executed either in rows or in columns, or in a two-dimensional neighborhood of each pixel in the image. The second implementation of the low-frequency filtering is appropriate when the spectral representation of rows in the image is similar to the spectral representation of columns; in this case, the method is easier to configure. The spacing between text characters that defines the method parameters when processing rows in the image differs from the distance between text lines that define the method parameters when processing images based on columns. Therefore, it is more expedient to apply the first implementation for text extraction from the image of the scanned document.
Therefore, for the image of a text against a homogeneous background, the first to apply is the row-based filtering, whose result undergoes the thresholding. Next, the low-frequency filtering is performed for the columns of the image derived from the thresholding. Then again, the thresholding is performed. The low-frequency filter mask represents a sequence of 15 unities.
To choose the threshold following the low-frequency filtering of the image based on rows, we constructed an image histogram. The resulting histogram was smoothed by the Gaussian filter, and then the smoothed histogram was treated with logarithmic transformation to enhance the contrast of the peaks. The transformed histogram contained a peak in the area of light intensities corresponding to the background, as well as peaks in the area of dark intensities, corresponding to the text fragment. There are several peaks in the region of dark intensities, because, upon smoothing, the range of intensities corresponding to the text characters expanded.
Determining a threshold based on a histogram is performed in many segmentation methods using the Otsu method [17] . This method was developed to separate objects into 2 classes based on a single feature using a threshold. When extracting a text fragment from a homogeneous background, the threshold derived by the Otsu method turned out to be too low. This is explained by the fact that following the smoothing of individual characters in a text fragment, the fragment boundaries were blurred.
Preliminary study has shown that in order to detect the boundaries of a text fragment after smoothing the individual characters, the threshold is better to choose under the histogram peak corresponding to the background. After smoothing the individual characters, a text fragment in the histogram was matched by several weakly expressed peaks in the area of dark intensities. It is therefore proposed to differentiate the histogram twice as frequency function from the values of intensities. Then the base of the histogram's peak corresponding to the background matches the maximum of values for the second derivative. Therefore, we chose, as a threshold for extracting a text fragment, the argument (intensity) of the meaningful local maximum of the histogram that is the closest among the rest of local maxima to the right end of the interval of the image intensities.
Experimental research of the combined method using a test database
By conducting an experiment, we compared the quality of segmenting the images of scanned documents for the proposed combined method and methods elaborated in [7, 9] .
We estimated segmentation quality for 100 test images of the scanned newspaper articles from the document database MediaTeam at Oulu University (Finland) [18] . These images of the size of 3,300×2,600 pixels were scanned at a resolution of 300 dpi. Such resolution makes it possible to obtain high-quality images, however, the size of these images imply a large amount of computation. To reduce the amount of computation, the image was processed by a smoothing filter with a mask of 11×11 units, and then it was scaled by a factor of 0.25 vertically and horizontally using decimation [9] . Next, the reduced image was treated with gamma correction at coefficient g=2.2.
The images that we used contained headers, text, charts, pictures, photographs, as well as separators in the form of lines and/or frames. For each test image, by using the information included in the database, the corresponding ground-truth segmentation is formed. Fig. 4, 5 show the original images of scanned documents, the ground-truth segmentation for each such image, and the result of segmentation using the proposed combined method. Fig. 6, 7 demonstrate the original images of scanned documents and the result of segmentation applying methods from papers [7] and [9] , respectively.
The quality of segmentation when using the proposed method and methods from papers [7, 9] in comparison to the ground-truth segmentation was assessed by constructing confusion matrices. A confusion matrix is a square matrix whose rows correspond to the labels of classes for ground-truth image pixels. Columns in a confusion matrix match the labels of classes for image pixels, obtained with the help of the examined method. The element of the confusion matrix that is at the intersection of the i-th row and j-th column shows the percentage of the image pixels from a class with the i-th label assigned to the class with the j-th label. The sum of the elements in each row in the confusion matrix is 100 %.
The proposed method and methods from papers [7, 9] were applied in order to extract on the images of scanned documents the segments of 4 classes: photographs, text, graphics, and background. That is why the size of the confusion matrix is 4×4 elements (Tables 1-3 ). Tables 1, 2 give the confusion matrices for the proposed method with different processing blocks; Table 3 -for a method from paper [9] , which used the same test image database. The represented confusion matrices were derived by averaging the results of the segmentation quality assessment for all examined test images. Results of segmenting the images of scanned documents using a method from paper [9] : a -original image; b -result of segmentation (green color denotes text, blue -separator, deep blue -photographs) Table 3 Confusion matrix for a method from paper [9] Results of ground-truth segmentation, % The segmentation accuracy values for other methods, given in Table 4 , are taken from papers [7] [8] [9] . Table 4 Comparative assessment of segmentation accuracy when using the proposed method and methods known from the scientific literature The speed of performance of the proposed method of segmentation, compared to methods from papers [7] [8] [9] , was assessed based on the processing time. Table 5 gives values for the time of processing the images from the test database when using the proposed method. The authors of this paper employed the Intel Core i5-7400 processor, 3 GHz CPU, 16 GB memory, Windows 10 operating system, 64 bits. In paper [9] , the study was performed using the dual-core processor, 2.4 GHz CPU, the average processing time for the image the size of 3,000×2,000 pixels was 15 seconds. Table  6 gives values for the time of processing the images from a test database using methods from papers [7, 8] . Papers [7, 8] exploited the Intel Core i7 processor, 2.7 GHz CPU, 16 GB memory, Windows 7 operating system, 64 bits. Those papers used a test database, which is different from the one used in this paper. The average time to process images in [7] was 107.28 seconds; in [8] -95.8279 seconds. The results regarding the processing time when using the proposed method and known methods are given in Tables 5, 6 . Table 5 Image processing time when using the combined method, 32x32-pixel blocks Table 6 Image processing time when using methods from papers [7, 8] Original Table 7 gives the average processing time of an image at each stage of the proposed method and the average time of image segmentation when using the proposed method (last column). Table 7 Average image processing time when using the proposed method, in stages Although the hardware and software resources of computers employed in the experiments in papers [7] [8] [9] and those applied in this paper differ, the proposed method has a significant advantage in performance speed.
Discussion of results of research the speed of performance and quality of the proposed method for image segmentation
The results from Tables 1, 2, 4 demonstrate that the quality characteristics of segmenting the images of scanned documents when using the proposed method almost do not change at a different size of the processed block. We compared the confusion matrices derived when performing image segmentation using the proposed method (Tables 1, 2) and applying a method from paper [9] (Table 3) exploiting the same database of test images. The proposed method, in terms of the percentage of correct recognition of photograph regions, is inferior to a method from paper [9] by 5-6 %; for text regions, it is better by 1 %; for background regions, it is worse by 8 %, compared to [9] . When compared with the image segmentation methods for scanned documents known from the scientific literature, the proposed method is inferior in terms of segmentation accuracy by 8 % (Table 4) . At the same time, the following errors in segmentation occurred when the proposed method was used:
-when a graphics region includes multiple pictures, they could be extracted as separate segments;
-if a graphics region includes the separately located open lines, the fragments of the graphics that correspond to these lines are labeled as a background;
-if a photograph region includes a small object against the background of uniform intensity, this region can be extracted as graphics;
-fragments of a text region with large font-size could be detected as graphics.
However, when the proposed method of segmentation is used, the image processing of scanned documents is performed sequentially. That reduces, in comparison with known segmentation methods, the percentage of the errors, contained in the confusion matrix beyond the main diagonal (Tables 1-3) .
Further research could address resolving the following tasks:
-extraction of the connected components in order to determine the boundaries of illustrations: a more sophisticated technique to choose the image binarization threshold could improve the quality of determining the boundaries of the illustrations, provided the performance speed of the combined segmentation method is not compromised; -the approximation of the extracted text fragments by rectangular regions would also improve the quality of the resulting segmentation when compared with a ground-truth segmentation.
Conclusions
1. We have proposed a combined method for segmenting the images of scanned documents. A given method differs from the segmentation methods known from the literary sources in that it sequentially detects, first, the boundaries of illustrations using an analysis of the connected components, followed by the separation of illustrations into photographs and graphics applying the block segmentation method. Next, the text fragments are extracted employing the processing in the neighborhood of each pixel.
When detecting the boundaries of illustrations, the image was first binarized, next, the closed contours were filled, and then the Bloomberg method, known from the literature, was applied. To separate into photographs and graphics, the illustrations were split into blocks of pixels. Each block of pixels was assigned with a vector of 2 features: the mean value of the local gradient magnitude, and the mean value of the function that localizes on the images of scanned documents the linear objects that make up the graphics and text characters. The derived feature vectors were classified using a polynomial support vector machine.
When extracting the text fragments, we used a low-frequency filtering, enabling to smooth the image intensity values within homogeneous regions, as well as the thresholding, by comparing the intensity values for the smoothed image with the threshold. These two transformations were applied sequentially, first in rows, then in columns, and allowed us to extract the homogeneous regions of interest in the original image.
The proposed method has made it possible to improve the performance of segmenting the images of scanned documents at high quality processing.
2. The results of experiments have shown that the proposed method is characterized by a significant advantage in performance speed compared to the methods for segmenting the images of scanned documents, known from the scientific literature, although it is inferior by 8 % in terms of the segmentation accuracy. Therefore, the proposed method for the segmentation of images of scanned documents could be recommended to apply for tasks that require enhanced performance speed. The further research will focus on improving the quality of detecting the boundaries of illustrations using an analysis of the connected components.
